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Sustainability—
Our approach to sustainability

Working with our clients to
achieve sustainable design
solutions
MJP’s design is driven by a wide range
of issues including environmental
concerns. Subject to the agreement
of our clients, we work with them to
formulate a bespoke sustainability
agenda on each project which we
integrate into the evolution of the design.
We develop a design that is tailored to
the needs of our clients, the buildings
users’ and the local community and
named stakeholders. Inspiration is
generated from extensive research
and analysis of the site and its context,
the client’s brief, the selection of
materials and the conservation of
energy and water.

Direct client benefits
We consider the measurable direct
benefits of a sustainable approach to
design. These include:
— Ability to secure tenants quicker and
obtain higher rents
— Planning gains
— Suggesting possible external
funding and grants, tax and further
government incentives
— Early consideration to current and
future legislation and its possible
impacts
— Lower running and maintenance
costs.

MJP also work in collaboration with
other consultants to develop an
appropriate sustainability brief for each
Good design is by definition sustainable development.
design, and MJP understand the
benefits that can be obtained from the
integration of environmental, social and
economic concerns into the evolution of
a building design.
We are very aware of the more direct
benefits that can be obtained for our
clients by this approach. We are all now
being encouraged increasingly by the
Government to work together to provide
a more integrated holistic approach
to development and, increasingly
unsustainable design will be penalised
and sustainable design rewarded.
Changes to legislation, and local and
regional planning policies are creating
real tangible pay backs for those who
follow a sustainable approach to
development, and through a collective
understanding of this approach we can
all benefit.
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Sharing the ambition
To realise the full benefits of a
sustainable approach, the sharing of
ambitions at the earliest stage is hugely
beneficial to a project. We have a long
record of working closely with our
clients, other consultants, planners,
local communities and contractors
to explore opportunities to create
sustainable built environments of high
architectural merit.
We recognise that good design that
meets the user’s needs is central to a
sustainable approach to building design.
We place great importance on brief
development early in the design process,
and we work closely with our clients
to help finalise and benchmark their
requirements to ensure sustainable
principles are fully integrated into the
building design.
Benchmarking provides an opportunity
to review the cost plan against a project’s
sustainable agenda and therefore helps
to set realistic targets which the entire
team can buy into. We also recommend
Whole Life Costing as a method of
assessing the cost benefits of the
project’s green agenda.
Within our office the Sustainability
Group provides research which
is disseminated through our CPD
programme and internal design reviews
at all stages of a project.

An integrated team
Our skills are complemented by those
of other consultants in the design team.
We also have a working relationship
with a number of consultants which
helps to provide the necessary flexibility
in putting together a multi-disciplinary
team tailored to meet the demands of an
individual project. For example:
— Structural Engineer:
We work with structural consultants
to assess the viability of options for
renovating or demolishing an existing
building, and also to develop efficient
structural solutions.
— Service Engineers:
We work closely with service
engineers towards minimizing
energy consumption and heat
loss whilst exploiting heat gain
where appropriate. Similarly the
proportions of the spaces within
the building can be controlled to
maximise the effect of natural
ventilation.
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01. Escalator to IMAX cinema
02. Perspective looking West
03. Elevation detail of student bedroom
04. Entrance to Quadrangle

Client St John’s College, Oxford
Completion 2010
Budget £35m

Kendrew Quadrangle
St John’s College, Oxford

01.

02.

MJP’s design for a new quadrangle at
St John’s College, right in the historic
heart of Oxford, consists of around 80
student rooms, a library, archive, cafe,
communal spaces and new teaching
rooms. The building is currently on site
and will be completed in 2010.
A major aspiration of the project is for
an exemplary approach to sustainability
and the buildings impact on the
environment.
The design encloses a garden
which is part of a sequence of gardens
stretching from the original site of the
16th century College to the new site.
Environmentally the garden is
important in several ways. Firstly it
creates a ‘green lung’, right in the dense
centre of the city.
Secondly it informs the design of the
building as a formal quadrangle, which
in itself is an ideal form environmentally
as it exploits solar gain and natural
daylight and ventilation opportunities.
The scheme maximises passive design,
whilst minimising the need for active
systems, and supplements the resultant
energy needs with the utilisation of a
number of renewables to achieve a zero
carbon building.
The building’s location and form
on the site are therefore an integral
part of maximising its environmental
aspirations, and informing the buildings
energy strategy – all within the historical
constraints of the site.
There are three aspects to the
energy strategy:
1.	Maximise passive design:
Insulation to a very high level is
specified, using increased wall
thicknesses and triple glazed
windows. Natural ventilation and
daylighting has also been optimized.
2.	Minimise active design:
The quadrangle form itself
contributes significantly to its
environmental performance, by
maximising solar gain and minimising
the need for artificial lighting and
mechanical ventilation. The form
also helps to reduce energy loads
needed for hot water and, in extreme
cold weather, minimises the need for
supplementary space heating.
3.	Supplementary Renewables:
The scheme utilises the following
renewables – bio-mass heating using

timber pellets, ground source heat
pumps, solar panels and PV cells
to provide heat for water and space
heating. Combined heat & power was
also considered but not adopted.
Other sustainability measures
include:
—	Strict air-tightness targets have been
set because of the enhanced thermal
performance of the buildings fabric
—	Materials have been specified to
minimise embodied energy as far
as possible. For example the main
cladding material is cumaru timber
which is obtained under the Forestry
Stewardship Scheme (FSC)
—	Rainwater harvesting is collected
from the roof areas and stored in an
underground tank prior to distribution
around the building via a dedicated
pipe system to provide grey water
for WC and urinal flushing and for
irrigation of the gardens
—	Water saving devices include low
flush WC’s, spray taps on basins and
low volume showers
—	The energy consumption of artificial
lighting has been reduced by
integrating with natural day light
levels. Lighting automatically dims
to provide required lighting levels.
Automated lighting controls and
lighting zones have also been
introduced.

03.

04.
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01. Garden elevation of Embassy staff residences
02. A large canopy roof provides solar protection
03. View across the pond towards the clubhouse
and residences
04. Layout plan of the site

Client Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Completion 2008
Contract Type GC Works

British Embassy
Bangkok
Residential
Accommodation & Staff
Amenities

01.

02.

03.

MJP was commissioned in 2005 to
design new residential accommodation
and staff amenities for the Foreign &
Commonwealth office, re-planning the
British Embassy Compound in Bangkok.
The project is set within a green
oasis, which is unique to Bangkok’s
busy city centre. The design proposal
is sympathetic to the rich local ecology
of the Embassy Compound, which
is enriched through the sensitive
placement of new buildings with green
terraces, which cascade into the lush
landscape.
A sustainable approach
encompassing an energy efficient
strategic approach to the design aims
to minimize capital, maintenance
and running costs. The architectural
language of the residences expresses
the energy efficient, sustainable
solutions integrated into the design,
which have all been carefully selected
to suit the hot and humid local climate.
Environmental Sustainability
An integrated approach links the
buildings envelope design to thermal
gains available from the local climate
reducing the energy consumption of the
building. This approach includes:
—	An architectural language of large
eaves and canopies providing
shading and solar protection to the
internal occupied spaces.
Layered spaces temper
environmental control of the rooms
to provide cool floors and soffits
helping to reduce through thermal
mass the need for mechanical
ventilation

—	A number of low carbon and
renewables were considered at the
early stages of the project including:
– Solar water heating – to provide
90% of the hot water demand for the
residential buildings
– Use of ground water bore holes to
cool the building and the reuse of
water to flush toilets
– Solar collectors for the gym and
squash courts to preheat water for
the swimming pool and showers
– Dessicant wheel which absorbs
moisture and then solar heat drives
the moisture out of the dessicant –
reducing humidity and increasing
comfort levels
– Solar glass – all glazing was double
glazed with an e-glass coating.
—	Landscape planting and brise-soleil
were carefully selected to eliminate
low sun angle penetration into
buildings
—	High levels of insulation levels for roof,
walls and floors were used to limit
heat transfer and reduce central plant
demand
—	Use of local and reclaimed materials
from demolitions were maximised,
and all timbers were FSC certified
where possible
—	Water is metered, and sanitary
fittings have flow restrictors to reduce
consumption.
Social Sustainability
The residential and recreational facilities
have been arranged on the site to
exploit the secluded water site location
maximising privacy. All the living spaces
face into the gardens, and are screened
by the dense planting with private
outdoor spaces, terraces and hanging
gardens. This allows opening up of the
living spaces whilst further maintaining
privacy.
The core spaces are defined so as
to encourage interaction. Living rooms,
dining rooms and the main bedrooms
all look out through arcades and loggias
which form main circulation routes.

.

04.
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01. The ground floor plan shows the 		
accommodation wrapped tightly around
the edges of the site
02. N-S Long Section
03. E-W Cross Section

Client London Hostels Association
Completed October 2003
Cost £ 7.35m
Contract Type JCT. 98

Friendship House
Belvedere Place,
London SE1

“It was quite a small site and
we needed someone who
understood densification.
We have one third key
workers: teachers,
students, doctors, nurses
– people seem very happy
here. It is such a calm
building in such a busy
place.”
Tony Perkins,
LHA
02.

01.

This hostel in Southwark provides
high density social housing for key
workers and students constructed on
a brownfield site bordered on one side
by an elevated railway line. The building
was designed to provide a high quality
internal environment for 170 bed-sit
rooms together with the use of shared
facilities.
It has regenerated a difficult tight
urban site, which may help to stimulate
further regeneration of the area.
Social Sustainability
The design was heavily influenced
by the brief’s requirements to provide
security and privacy for the residents,
as well as the desire to create a sense
of community and identity within a
dense urban environment. This is
achieved by:
—	The provision of good acoustic
separation between rooms, whilst
also providing generous shared
kitchens and common rooms to
encourage a community atmosphere
within the building
—	The creation of a protected internal
courtyard space. The number of
bed-sit rooms looking out onto this
space is maximized to provide a quiet
reflective outlook with the calming
background noise of a water feature
within a pool
—	The wing of the building against the

02.

railway line is single aspect with all
rooms facing away from the railway
and into the internal courtyard.
The zinc clad elevation acts as
an acoustic buffer to reinforce its
protective character, and also
provides protection against noise
for the existing residential buildings
—	The whole building is on vibration
pads, which virtually eliminate any
vibration from the railway line.
Environmental Sustainability
A strong response to environmental
issues was achieved by working closely
with the Services Engineer to ensure
an integrated approach to the design
incorporating the following elements:
—	Although an energy target for carbon
emissions was not set at the design
stage, after a year’s operation the
actual consumption has been only
40% of the good practice benchmark
for comparable buildings (higher
education/residential self catering
flats)
—	Natural ventilation has been used
throughout, except for en-suite
shower rooms, and supplementary
ventilation to the kitchens
—	Insulation standards were
considerably higher than required by
the Building Regulations at the time
—	Computer simulations were
carried out to test window size so

as to optimise daylight penetration,
particularly in the internal courtyard
at lower floor levels. Thermal analysis
verified the window opening areas
required with single side natural
ventilation to minimize the risk of
summer overheating
—	The white render of the external walls
enabled daylight factors of 5% to be
achieved even at ground floor.
—	Water consumption is limited by the
use of low volume flush WCs
—	Car parking provision was minimised
to three spaces on site (provided for
disabled residents).

03.
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01. Porte Cochere
02. Reading room
03. Axonometric of project

Client Jersey Heritage Trust
Completion January 2000
Budget £3.5m

Jersey State Archive
St Helier, Jersey

01.

A disused quarry in St. Helier became
the site for a new building to house the
state archives of Jersey, for the Jersey
Archive Trust.
The building provides secure archive
storage within a passively conditioned
environment. As a publicly funded
building, it needed to have minimal
running costs. The building was one
of the first archives in the world to
achieve the demanding environmental
requirements of BS5454 providing
passive conditioning without the
requirement for air conditioning.
It has also helped to regenerate a rundown part of the city and has provided
a new meeting place for the local
community.

“The design and analytical
approach has significance
beyond the archive
repository building type.
It expands the range of
buildings for which passive
environmental control
may be suitable.”
Chris Twinn,
ARUP

Environmental Sustainability
A low energy strategy was developed
to minimise energy use both during
construction and during the running of
the building.
Materials were also selected for their
long-life and hard wearing properties
as well as being locally sourced where
possible.
01.

A number of techniques adopted to
achieve this are outlined below.
—	It exceeds the demanding
environmental requirements of
BS5454 for the repository to meet
the exacting conditions required to

02.

03.

store and display the archive’s rare
documents without recourse to airconditioning
—	Working closely with Ove Arup and
Partners, an innovative engineering
strategy was developed to deliver
a stable internal environment. The
design exploits the thick thermal
mass of the building’s 440mm thick
concrete wall structure to provide a
free cooling and conditioning effect
—	The heavy construction is combined
with careful location of insulation
and damp proof membranes
and low-level heating controlled
by the Building Management
System to achieve energy efficient
environmental stability
—	In-situ concrete floor & roof slabs are
exposed internally to provide daytime
thermal damping of the offices in the
public and staff areas
—	The use of clerestory, north light
and solar shading on the windows
of the reading room along with a
windowless environment in the
Repository building negate solar
gain and damage to documents
from UV sunlight
—	The success of the passive
environmental control brought the
client considerable benefits that
included
– Significant reduction in building
services capital costs

– Reduction in required plant room
space
– Reduced site infrastructure costs
– Less complex services systems
– Reduced risk of plant failure
jeopardising archive conditions
– Minimised temperature and
humidity fluctuations (associated
with mechanical air-conditioning)
– Low energy consumption and
running cost
– Low long-term operating and
maintenance commitments, and
– Reduced pollution emissions and
environmental impact.
—	The strategy enabled a £300,000
saving in capital expenditure on
plant, and calculations predicted an
annual operational saving of £43,000
when compared with standard
mechanically air-conditioned archive
buildings.
Social Sustainability
The provision of purpose-built premises
for an archive secures unique records
that chart the local history of Jersey,
and are therefore of considerable social
value to the local community.
The design responded to this by
providing a new civic destination for St
Helier, and engages persons of all ages,
interests and abilities and provides a
symbol of pride in the island’s heritage.
Social benefits of the project include:
—	The majority of the accommodation
is orientated around a south-facing
grassy courtyard to optimise natural
day lighting within the constrained
site. This includes a curved bench
and paved area, designed for outdoor
meetings and school projects which
encourage community interaction
—	Artists’ collaborations were integrated
into the design process through
invited commissions, from which
three pieces were chosen. Etched
glass panels by Elisabeth Taylor and
Louise Lusby Taylor were used on
the main stair and Reading Room,
and a copper relief (made of scanned
documents from the archive) by
Richard Powell was set into the
curved pre-cast lip to the lawn.
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01. Concept of collaborative working
02. Creating an integrated low energy strategy
for the building
03. Possible use of the new space as an
outdoor theatre
04. Model of BBC redevelopment

Client BBC
Completion 2005
Budget £110m (Phase one)

BBC Broadcasting
House redevelopment
London W1

In 1999 we were commissioned to
refurbish and extend the BBC’s flagship
‘home of broadcasting’ at Portland
Place.
The repair and refurbishment of
the Grade II* listed 1930’s building will
create a major new public space and
open up the organisations relationship
with its audience. Central to the project
is the idea of ‘One BBC’, an appreciation
of the end user’s work culture and a
comprehensive understanding of how
the BBC’s business operates.
Social Sustainability
The building is designed to be extremely
adaptable and flexible that inspires
creative people, and promotes a
collaborative working environment.
This was achieved through:
—	Shared arrival points
—	The creation of a single thoroughfare
on each floor that links all
departments together
—	The provision of communal coffee
areas, breakout and informal meeting
areas which are all visually linked
back to the thoroughfare
Environmental Sustainability
We achieved an Excellent BREEAM
rating on the design of Phase 1
Broadcasting House for the BBC.
This was a bespoke BREEAM designed
for a building with high servicing and

01.

“The BREEAM scores
demonstrate a
commitment by the
construction team... to
reducing the pollution and
creating a comfortable and
efficient environment for
occupants.”

performance requirements. The building
performance scored particularly well in
the Management, Health and Well Being
and Pollution categories.
The following key BREEAM assessment
targets were met or surpassed:
—	Low energy consumption was
achieved by improving the thermal
performance of the external
envelope above Building Regulation
requirements. Zoned artificial lighting
was integrated with day lighting, and
automated lighting controls were
introduced
—	Low water consumption was
achieved by the use of low flush WC’s,
I.R proximity detection urinals, and
flow regulator taps. Water supply
was metered to provide accurate
information on water usage to
allow future monitoring. Mains leak
detection system was installed, as
well as a sanitary supply shut off
when the building is not occupied to
minimize water loss from small leaks
—	Cycling was encouraged by
providing cycle storage for 10%
of staff, and adequate changing
facilities with showers for cyclists
—	Dedicated separate storage was
created on site for paper, aluminium
and other waste items.

02.

Hugh Pearman
Sunday Times

04.

03.

05.
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Client Ballymun Regeneration Limited
Completion 2003
Budget £11m
Contract Type RIAI public works

01. Diagram represents strategy for energy
environment targets
02. 10,000 people attended a public exhibition in
March 1998
03. Before – hi-rise and dual carriageway
04. After – low to medium rise and tree-lined
boulevard

Ballymun Masterplan
Dublin, Ireland

This existing district consisted of an
a major tree lined thoroughfare,
isolated run-down 1960s high rise
with new roads linking this
suburb on the edge of Dublin. In 1997
boulevard to each of the Ballymun’s
the Ballymun Regeneration Company
neighbourhoods
employed MJP to manage its design and —	Ballymun had no major public
renewal, and in 1998 a new Masterplan
transport route into Dublin, and
was prepared.
yet because of the economic base
The masterplan had big ambitions for
of its inhabitant’s, car ownership
not only environmental improvements of
was low. The Masterplan focussed
the district, but also social and economic
on public transport by integrating
change. It was a holistic approach
a new tramline between Dublin
to the regeneration of the area which
and Ballymun with the Main Street
integrated ambitions for improvements
proposal
in employment, education, health and
—	The existing swathes of unstructured
local empowerment, into proposed
open space where proposed to be
physical changes for the better.
built over to help visually reconnect
The Masterplan fundamentally
Ballymun to Dublin. The creation of
proposed Ballymun to become a
new public open spaces in the form of
true town with its own places to work,
properly landscaped and maintained
learn, relax and shop, with significantly
parks were proposed which included
improved public transport linking it back
new football pitches with changing
to Dublin.
facilities, and equipped play areas.
These were carefully designed to
Environmental Sustainability
ensure they were overlooked, and on
An integrated environmental approach
main pedestrian routes
to the Masterplan incorporated the
—	Housing design was based on
following improvements:
Dublin’s 19th century residential
—	Changing the 1960s dual
suburbs with their squares and parks,
carriageway and cul de sacs into
and their mews and courtyards

Family housing and apartments
were mixed together to help balance
communities and end of terrace and
corner apartments where designed to
be adaptable to a local meeting room,
corner shop or housing management
office if required
—	All new homes were designed to low
energy principles. Higher energy
targets were set for 5% of homes
incorporating one additional energysaving feature, and 1% of homes
were designated as ‘experimental’. It
was hoped that these houses could
be analysed and results fed into the
improvement of subsequent phases
of housing
—	All buildings proposed for the site
were set to achieve BREEAM Very
Good rating, although a number
of targets within the Masterplan
were set even higher such as the
encouragement of low energy
appliances in homes, integration
of passive stack ventilation for
bathrooms and the separation and
management of site waste
—	Security was carefully managed
by ensuring housing fronted public

“The Ballymun
Regeneration Masterplan
has been developed
in consultation and
partnership with people
in Ballymun and the
adjoining areas. It is a
framework document
which proposes an
integrated strategy for
the social, economic and
physical renewal of the
area.”
Ciaran Murray,
Ballymun Regeneration Ltd

space and houses had their own front
doors.
Social Sustainability
An integrated social approach to the
design incorporated the following
elements:
—	The Masterplan proposed the
transformation of the community
from being unserved and isolated to
connected and focused. It achieved
this by proposing new civic facilities
which promote a vibrant town centre
in North Dublin to be visited rather
than avoided, and as a provider,
rather than an absorber of services.
These included an arts centre, library
and town hall
—	The Masterplan proposed
the creation of identifiable
neighbourhoods rather than the
existing sprawling Ballymun. The
design replanned existing subcommunities to give them a focus;
this was achieved by proposing
defined boundaries and centres
for each neighbourhood. This
approach included allocating funds
for improvements to existing parish

01.

02.

03.

04.

churches and schools and their
environs which 10,000 local people
attended
—	Public art was proposed that was
collaborative and relevant to its
local community. Artwork was
integrated into projects by allocating
a percentage of budgets for artwork
and encouraging artists working in
residence working with local schools
and the community
—	Community awareness and
involvement in the project was
actively encouraged with a large
number of consultative methods
used. These included planning days,
focus groups, newsletters and a
public exhibition.
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01. A bar forms an informal school area
02. The Sports Hall is naturally ventilated
03. Naturally ventilated and lit lecture space
04. Natural ventilation concept integrated into
the architecture

Client Cable and Wireless plc
Completion 1993
Cost £24m

Cable and
Wireless College
Coventry

“The successful
incorporation of flexibility
into the leisure building
design illustrates the close
working relationship
developed between client
and architect.”
John Beatson,
Cable and Wireless

01.

This was a college building for Cable and
overhangs. This allows the spaces
artificial ventilation within a building
Wireless which integrated low energy
to have good day lighting, whilst
that has such a deep plan is testament
architecture with natural ventilation to
minimising both glare and excess
to the collaborative efforts of the client
meet unusual environmental needs. The
solar gain
and design team
building design was innovative in terms
—	The high ceilings and roof form of the
—	As the windows of the teaching blocks
of its orientation, ceiling height, roof form
teaching wings allow the spaces to
are above the corridor and open to
and solar shading which all contributed
be naturally ventilated as well as lit,
the elements, each teaching block
to create an environment that prioritises
creating airy, comfortable learning
becomes an individual ventilation
occupant comfort, simplicity of control
environments
zone. A 2m height differential
and reduced energy use.
—	Minimal intervention is needed to
between the inlet and outlet
maintain occupant comfort and
ventilating windows, in combination
Social Sustainability
simple rows of switches for lights,
with the large volumes and curving
The client needed an adaptable training
blinds and opening windows support
roofs is used to drive the building’s
facility to:
the ease of independent user control
high thermal performance. Hot air
—	Meet the fast paced changes within
—	An ocular court at the centre of
collects at a high level, well above the
the telecommunications industry
the complex links residential,
occupied zone, and is removed by
—	Create an attractive and inspiring
administration, catering and teaching
the buoyancy and cross ventilation
teaching and social space to attract
facilities with a protected social hub.
forces. This resulted in lower running
high calibre staff
costs
—	Reflect the company’s demanding
Environmental Sustainability
—	In the technical training areas
environmental policy
The building provides low-tech solutions
where heat loads were significant,
that are simple in concept and operation.
mechanical cooling was introduced
The design responds to this in several
The following responses to the complex
to work as a displacement system in
ways:
demands of the brief emerged from
harmony with the natural buoyancy
—	Teaching areas are arranged on one
strong committed collaboration
forces
level, and parallel rows of 9m deep
between client, architect and engineer:
—	The sustainable agenda was
teaching blocks are separated by
—	The design of the highly acclaimed
carried through the whole design
3.2m wide access corridors. The 9m
roof form was a fully integrated design
process to incorporate building
x 4.5m teaching modules, are in four
which achieved landmark status for
operation management, including
rows creating a 43m-deep plan.
the college, and evolved as part of
waste management, paper use and
This is configured into a variety
the overall engineering strategy. The
sourcing green suppliers.
of sizes for lecture, seminar and
curved roof over the teaching spaces
laboratory rooms, with the walls
underwent simulation modelling at
between the modules as non-load
Cambridge University’s Department
bearing and lightweight to provide
of Applied Mathematics and
maximum adaptability
Theoretical Physics to test predicted
—	The orientation of the building allows
airflows. The wave-form shape
the teaching wings to face north with
promotes the buoyancy forces within
large windows to maximize daylight.
the space to aid natural ventilation
The smaller glazing areas to the
and dramatically reduce the need for
south are protected with large roof
air conditioning. Achieving minimal

04.

02.

03.
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01. Bays are divided by brick ‘chimneys’
enclosing natural ventilation flues
02. The narrow rooftop ‘lantern lights’ are banks
of flues that ventilate the rooms below
03. Drawing showing passive ventilation

Client Harringey Healthcare
Completion September 1994
Cost £1.5m
Contract Type JCT.80

“...novel architectural
forms are not wilful, but
generated by a pioneering
yet practical system of
natural ventilation.”

Canning Crescent
Community Mental
Health Centre & Day Care
Hospital

Martin Spring,
Building

This was a new local facility that
combined a community health centre
with an acute facility. It was designed to
a high quality with concerns for its users
within a strict health sector budget.
We worked collaboratively with the
client and the centre’s staff to establish
flexible layouts for the building in parallel
with new thinking on service provision.

given the following additional functions:
—	They form the structural framework for
the building, with the slabs spanning
between them, and the butterfly roofs
are hung from them
—	They act as vertical service ducts
containing rainwater pipes, soil
stacks and some mechanical and
electrical risers.

Environmental Sustainability
It was possible to exclude mechanical
ventilation and air-conditioning as the
building was designed to a relatively
shallow floorplate. It was not possible
however to ventilate the rooms via
open-able windows along the street due
to issues of privacy, noise and traffic
pollution, and therefore diaphragm walls
with chimney stacks were introduced
to allow fresh air to be drawn up through
the building, using the passive stack
effect. Glazed panels were introduced
at the chimney outlet to act as ‘Solar
Accelerators’ which increase the
updraught when wind stack affects are
slight.
To help to justify the extra capital cost
of these chimney structures, they were

Other environmental advantages that
are a result of the integrated ventilation
system include the following:
—	Concrete ceilings on the ground
floor are exposed increasing the
thermal mass to provide cooling in the
summer, and retain heat in the winter
—	The exposed mass of block and brick
forming the diaphragm walls add to
the thermal capacity of the building
—	Individual controls in each room allow
the users to operate ventilation locally
—	Floor to floor heights are reduced due
to not needing a service void.
Social Sustainability
The design was deliberately aimed at
de-institutionalising and de-stigmatising
this area of health care and making it

more accessible to everyone. This was
achieved by:
—	Providing a double-volume entrance
space that creates an impression of
lightness and openness for visitors.
—	The careful choice of materials and
the development of room volumes
also reinforced the move away from
an institutional health care feel.

01.

02.

“The environment here is
a million miles away from
the old hospital building
we used to occupy. We
think people with mental
health problems deserve
a good environment
where they feel valued.
The building conveys that
feeling.”
Nancy Korman,
Haringey Healthcare

03.
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01. New buildings integrate in the landscape
02. Landscaped courtyards create a focus
for social interaction
03. Colonnade by Marks Barfield
04. East Forum social centre
05. Communal outdoor space

Client University of Cambridge
Commission 1995
Outline Planning Approval 1999
Master Planning Role On-going
25 year programme

West Cambridge
Masterplan
University of Cambridge

“...to encourage the spirit
of collaboration... West
Cambridge is all about
activity and interaction,
about creating common
outdoor spaces to
encourage people to meet
and talk rather than scurry
away to their own corners.”
Liz Pride,
Director of Education, MJP
03.

04.

The University of Cambridge
commissioned MJP in 1995 to
Masterplan a 66ha site in West
Cambridge to accommodate physical
science departments and associated
independent research organisations,
sports and social facilities and University
residences.
The Masterplan was devised
to be substantially driven by
landscape, ecology, wildlife habitat
and sustainability as focal points to
proposals for buildings on the site.

01.

02.

05.

Social Sustainability
The Masterplan’s proposals provide for
the creation of a new part of the city with
a lively social and visual character.
The emphasis of the plan was to
move away from a typical spread-out
science park layout where buildings
are individually designed and compete
with their neighbours. The plan instead
shows buildings visually connected
across the site to encourage activity and
interaction between the academic and
commercial research teams.
The Masterplan was designed to
support these ideals by:
—	Proposing two main social
centres named the East and West
Forums linked together by a 380m
long colonnade, canal and series
of lakes
—	The colonnade acted as a social
corridor, linking the two public
squares together and offering shelter
—	Further proposals for mixed use
development help to create a lively
social environment such as shops,

cafes, restaurants and sports
facilities.
Environmental Sustainability
A number of environmental proposals
were integrated into the Masterplan as
follows:
—	The colonnade contributed to the
energy saving features on the site by
integrating photovoltaic cells into the
roof, in order to use the solar energy
to generate hydrogen to power buses
serving the site
—	The visual character of the Masterplan
is based on precedents set by historic
Cambridge. The Masterplan Design
Guidelines reflect the form and scale
of existing courts, colleges and
their gardens to support a sense of
community
—	We worked closely with an Ecologist
to ensure the plan maintained and
enhanced wildlife habitat. This
included ensuring existing wildlife
corridors were maintained and
improved, and where possible
creating new ones
—	Shared car parking is used across
the site to emphasise the idea of a
community and to discourage the ring
fencing of parking and setting up of
physical barriers
—	An art strategy was developed with
art consultants Modus Operandi
for the entire site to ensure that
art is integrated into the buildings
and landscape and artists work
collaboratively with architects,
engineers and scientists.
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01. tbc
02. Exposed concrete columns and soffits provide
high level thermal mass
03. Public bar and cafe
04. Detail of brise soleils
05. Courtyard space behind building

Client The Science Museum
Completion July 2003
Cost £5.83m

Wellcome Wolfson
Building
Science Museum,
London SW7

“The Museum’s brief for
an environmentally
sustainable building has
resulted in low-energy
office spaces boasting
reductions in energy use
and carbon emissions of
about 20%.”
George Demetri,
Brick Bulletin

02.

03.

—	The cement content for the concrete
used in the building was reduced
by 40% and replaced with ground
granulated blastfurnace slag (GGBS)
which is a natural bi-product of
power stations. GGBS requires only
approximately 25% of the embodied
energy of cement and produces
only approximately 7% of the carbon
emissions.

01.

Social Sustainability
The Dana Centre promotes the public
use of the building for collaborative
learning, and the architecture of the
lower floors expresses this by the use
of large expanses of glass to create an
04.
05.
openness to the external public spaces.
This building forms the second phase
buildings users. The open plan offices This openness is further accentuated by:
of our Wellcome Wing extension to
also allow the space to be partially
—	Providing a state-of-the-art digital
the Science Museum. The building is
cellularised whilst still providing
facility which links the Dana Centre
split into three components – the lower
natural ventilation
and its events with venues all over
floors house the Dana Centre, a double
—	Large metal brise soleil with 800mm
the UK, including individuals via the
height café, auditorium, seminar room
wide louvres are located on the main
Internet or mobile phone
and exhibition area. Above this, three
elevations to provide solar shading,
—	The creation of a new semi-public
floors of offices are configured in open
and further protection from glare is
green courtyard space for events
plan and cellularised space. The top
provided internally with user operated
such as ‘London Fashion Week’
floor contains the museum director’s
roller blinds
—	Providing a bar and restaurant open
apartment.
—	The heating and cooling strategy
to the public who can take part in
utilises natural ventilation through
exciting, informative and innovative
Environmental Sustainability
opening lights combined with
debates about contemporary
The energy consumption of the office
exposed concrete soffits. Exposed
science, technology and culture.
space on the upper floors has been
concrete columns and soffits are
reduced below the good practice
subjected to night time cooling, by
benchmark for comparable buildings by
air entering the office space through
approximately 20%. This was achieved
floor grilles and extracting through
by the following:
automatically operated windows that
—	The floor plate was designed to a
allow the cool night air to flow over
width to make natural cross ventilation
the exposed concrete which then
feasible using open-able windows
radiates ‘coolth’ to the office in the
which are locally controlled by the
daytime

